PSI – Plant Science Investigation
Anatomy and Identification
A botanist without basic plant anatomy skills is like a CSI investigator without knowledge of
human anatomy and crime science.
Botanists and CSI investigators both scrutinize fine details to find answers. The clues are
different, but the process and attention to detail are much the same. The clues gathered
during a plant science investigation can be applied to plant identification keys, so that the true
identity of a plant can be determined.
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THE FACTS ABOUT PLANT PARTS
The vascular, flowering plants that you find on rangelands all have the same basic structure.
Vegetative parts: Roots, Stems, Leaves
Reproductive parts: Seedheads

The characteristics of the roots, stems, leaves and seedheads are unique for each plant species.
These differences affect plant physiology and growth. They also help us to classify plants.
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SOLVING THE MYSTERY OF PLANT TYPE
For this workshop, let’s focus on vascular, flowering plants that have seeds enclosed in an
ovary. This does not include conifers.
There are two categories of plants that fit the description above.
Monocots - Have one seed leaf and mostly flower parts in 3’s.
Includes: Grasses, Grass-likes and some forbs (ex. Iris)

Dicots - Have two seed leaves and mostly flower parts in 4’s, 5'.
Includes: most forbs, shrubs and deciduous trees.
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Differences in plant type are illustrated and explained in the chart below.

Grasses

Visual

Roots

Stems

Leaves

Flowers

Fibrous

Hollow,
jointed,
has “knees”

Linear
leaves with
parallel
veins

Non-showy,
wind
pollinated

Solid, round
or triangle
shaped
stems
(“Sedges
have
edges”),
non-jointed

Linear
leaves with
parallel
veins,
sometime
leaves
reduced

Grasslikes

Fibrous

Non-showy,
wind
pollinated

Forbs

Majority are Solid, round
tap
or square
shaped, nonjointed

Leaves
Showy,
variously
pollinated by
shaped, leaf insects
veins netted

Shrubs &
Trees

Tap

Leaves
Showy,
variously
pollinated by
shaped, leaf insects
veins netted

DICOTS

MONOCOTS
(CAN ALSO INCLUDE FORBS)

Plant
Type

Woody with
growth
rings
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SOLVING THE MYSTERY OF PLANT FAMILIES
Plants belong to families. Plants are divided into families by flower and vegetation
characteristics. Family names usually end in aceae. Families are separated into genus and
species.
Example Path:

Dicot

Asteraceae (family)

Arnica (genus)

soria (species)

Sometimes families are also divided into tribes. Tribe names end in eae.
Example Path: Monocot

Poaceae (family) Poaeae (tribe) Poa (genus) Pratensis (species)

Let’s take a closer look at grasses. Grasses are in the family Poaceae, called Gramineae in some
plant books. There are 14 tribes.
Some common Grass Tribes that we see at MRD each year include:
TRITICEAE - wheatgrasses
 Spikelets laterally compressed (squeezed)
 Spikelets 1 to many flowered, fall apart above the glumes
 Glumes 2, shorter than the lowest floret
 Usually a spike inflorescence
 Auricles
STIPEAE - needlegrasses
 Spikelets laterally compressed (squeezed)
 Spikelets 1 flowered, fall apart above the glumes
 Glumes 2, as long or longer than the lowest floret
 Lemmas harden with maturity (think about the needle on needle and thread)
 Lemmas awned
 Panicle inflorescence
POEAE - bluegrasses
 Spikelets laterally compressed (squeezed)
 Spikelets many flowered
 Glumes 2, shorter than the lowest floret
 Panicle inflorescence
 Plants are monoecious (male and female flowers on the same plant)
 Ligules are membranous
Compare these grass tribes with your instructors.
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How do we sort out all the plants? Dichotomous keys are useful tools. A dichotomous key can
be thought of as a roadmap to the identity of a plant. The “di” in dichotomous means “two”.
A dichotomous key branches into two choices at each junction of the map. Your choices of
which branch to take within the key will lead you to a plant name.
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The dichotomous key below directs us to plant types. It is an easy key to start with.
PLANT TYPE KEY
1A. Plant has a fibrous root………………….………………(Hint: If yes go to 2a. If no go to 1B)
2a. Plant has a hollow stem with joints (nodes), parallel leaf veins and non-showy
flowers…………………………………………………………………………………..Grass
2b. Plant has a solid stem (sometimes hollow) without joints and parallel leaf
veins...……….
3a. Plant has non-showy flowers…………………………………………..Grass-like
3b.Plant has showy flowers……………..………………………………..….Forb (monocot)
(ex. R.M. iris, wild onion)
1B. Plant has a tap root………………………….……………………………………………..
4a. Plant stems are solid, not woody, leaves with net veins, flowers are
Showy………..………….…………………………………………………………..Forb (dicot)
4b. Plant stems are woody with growth rings, leaves with net veins,
flowers are showy………………………………………………………………...Shrubs
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If you have figured out the plant type key, choose a grass plant as your suspect for today’s
plant science investigation. Collect a sample. (Refer to MT Extension Bulletin # 8359 for more
instruction on how to collect and press plants)
With a few dissection tools, you will be able to perform a diagnostic autopsy.
Tools you might find useful would be:
small scalpel
tweezers
hand lens
pen light
unlined recipe cards
glue
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Remember that plants, like people, have places they like to hang-out at and comrades they
prefer to associate with. If we determine the ecological site our plant is growing on, and which
plants are growing along-side (plant community), we can narrow the choices to its identity.

Some plants are very adaptable. They can thrive in different places (habitats). We find these
plants on many ecological sites in a variety of climate zones. For example, as MRD has traveled
across the state, bluebunch wheatgrass has always been on the plant list.
Other plants are limited to specific habitats. For example, warm season grasses such as big
bluestem can be found in southeast Montana. Rough fescue grows at higher elevations and
higher precipitation areas.
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Here is a diagram of a typical grass plant. Study the grass you have chosen. Using the plant
anatomy reference material, record the characteristics on the Grass Plant Form. Then apply the
information to the simple grass key provided on the following pages.
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Grass PSI Form
 Collector:
 Date:
 Location:
Range Site

Ex. clayey

Associated Plant
Community

Ex. Western wheatgrass,
prairie junegrass

Growth Form

Ex. Perennial Bunchgrass

Roots

Ex. Fibrous, shallow

Stems

Ex. stolons

Leaf shape

Leaf venation

Ex. small leaves, leaves have
curled tips, but are flat, not
rolled.
Ex. not prominent

Leaf margin

Ex. gland-based hairs

Leaf surface texture
(look at both upper
and lower surfaces)
Leaf sheath

Ex. smooth

Collar Area

Ex. hair

Seedhead type

Ex. spike-like raceme

Glume characteristics

Ex. 2 glumes, membranous,
unequal, shorter than spikelet

Floret characteristics

Ex. 3 florets per spikelet,
florets are not awned

Ex. open
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Brief Dichotomous Key to Common Perennial Grasses & Grass-likes
1b. Plants perennial (look for last year’s leaves and stems)
5a. Stems solid, triangular or round, blades angular, 2 or 3 ranked.
6a. Bunch habit. Leaves are basal and “threadlike”. Leaf sheaths are brown near the
base, with the old leaf sheaths appearing frayed. Stems are slightly triangular and
wiry. There is 1 terminal spike with male flowers above female flowers. 3 stigmas per
flower, with the achene being triangular. ___________________threadleaf sedge (Carex filifolia)
6b. Sod-forming habit (with rhizomes). Stems triangular, mostly just three leaves. Many
spikes. 2 stigmas per flower and a lenticular (lens-shaped) achene_______________________
_________________________________________needleleaf sedge (Carex eleocharis)
5b. Stems hollow and jointed, round, blades flat, folded or rolled, not in ranks of three.
7a. Plants in bunches, not mat-forming
8a. Seedhead inflorescence is a spike, spike-like raceme or has spike-like branches
9a. Leaf sheaths rounded
10a. Spikelets crowded, strongly overlap. Leaf sheaths are open, but
overlap. Leaf blades are flat and vary in width. The leaves are
bright green. The stems grow upright. Glumes and lemmas taper
into awns. __________________crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum)
10b. Spikelets not crowded and barely overlap. 4-8 florets per spikelet.
Lemma awns bend to a 90 degree angle when mature. Leaf sheaths open and
old sheaths are persistent. Auricles well developed and reddish-colored.
____________bluebunch wheatgrass (Pseudoroegneria spicatum)
9b. Sheaths compressed (flattened)
11a. Spikelets hairy. Warm season plant that likes to grow on thin
sites. Leaf sheaths are keeled. Spikelets are paired. One spikelet is
fertile and the other is sterile. The sterile spikelet sits up on a
pedicel that is covered with hairs. The fertile floret has a bent
awned.____________________little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium)
8b. Seedhead inflorescence a panicle.
12a. Plants with one floret per spikelet.
13a. Leaf collars and/or sheaths hairy. Leaves are large with waxy,
dark, green backsides. Spikelets with almost equal glumes.
One floret that is hard, sharp and awned. The awn is 2-3 cm and
bent twice. ___________________green needlegrass (Nassella viridula)
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13b. Leaf collars not hairy, but have notched, membranous ligules.
This ligule is often referred to as “rabbit-eared”. Leaves are mostly
basal and can be rolled. Leaf sheaths are open. Panicle
inflorescences may be partially enclosed in the sheath of the
“flag” leaf. Long, nearly equal glumes. Florets are hard and
pointed (“needle”) and have long, threadlike awns._______________
_______________needle and thread (Heterostipa comata)
12b. Plants with more than one floret per spikelet
14a. Leaves with “railroad tracks” (paired, parallel mid-grooves). Small
stature grass. Spikelets narrow and pointed. Membranous ligule
is also pointed. __________________Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda)
14b. Leaves without “railroad tracks”. Small stature grass with basal
leaves. Leaves deeply veined, but still soft and sometimes hairy.
Open leaf sheaths. Panicle branches are very short (compact, spikelike panicle) unless the plant is flowering. Then the panicle spreads
out. __________________________prairie junegrass (Koeleria macrantha)
7b. Plants with rhizomes, stolons or “mat-forming” habits
15a. Seedhead inflorescence is a spike, spike-like raceme or has spike-like branches
16a. Auricles present. Lemmas not hairy. Leaf blades very rough on upper
surface and margins. Leaves are colored blue. Auricles claw-like and
often “purple” in color. Glumes unequal. Spikelets overlap by ½ of
spikelet length. ___________________western wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii)
16b. Auricles not present, plants often forming dense, mats
17a. Plants with wiry stolons. Leaves small, flat and curly, sparsely
hairy. Ligules are ciliate. Plants dioecious (male and female
flowers on separate plants). Female flowers are bur-like. Male
inflorescences are very similar to blue grama, but with only 6-12
spikelets per branch. ____________buffalograss (Bouteloua dactyloides)
17b. Plants without stolons. The spicate branches curve. (“Grandma’s
eyebrows”) and consist of 30-40 spikelets. Spikelets have one
perfect floret and may have several sterile florets above. Lemmas
are awned. Leaf collars are hairy, but not leaf blades. Plants have
short rhizomes that allow it to spread out in “mats”. ______________
_____________________blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis)
15b. Seedhead inflorescence a panicle.
18a. Leaves with railroad tracks. Leaf blades soft, folded or flat with boatshaped tips and paired, parallel mid-grooves (“railroad tracks”). Ligule
short, flat (truncate). Hairs, “cobwebs” at the base of the spikelet. ______
___________________Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis)
18b. Leaves without “railroad tracks”. Leaf blades with an “M”. Leaves large,
soft and flat. Membranous ligule. Large, panicle seedheads. Glumes are
shorter than spikelet. Many florets per spikelet. Awn-tipped lemmas
______________________smooth bromegrass (Bromus inermis)
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PLANT ANATOMY REFERENCE MATERIAL
The “style” of a plant is called the growth habit or growth form.
GROWTH
HABIT/FORM

DESCRIPTION

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

STATURE

Describes size of plants
in relation to other plants
in the community.

Tall – prairie sandreed, basin wildrye,
pubescent wheatgrass Mid – needle
and thread, crested wheatgrass, little
bluestem Short – blue grama, plains
muhly

BUNCH

Grows in a tuft or bunch.

Idaho fescue, prairie junegrass,
threadleaf sedge

SOD-FORMING

Grows as a single plant.

plains reedgrass, prairie sandreed,
smooth bromegrass, needleleaf sedge

ASCENDING

Multiple stems grow
upward from the base of
the plant.

purple point loco

DECUMBANT

The base of stems are
prostrate, but stem tips
curve up.

hairy goldenaster

ERECT

Stems grow up and
branch at approximately
45 degree angles.

rush skeletonplant

PROSTRATE

Stems grow nearly flat to
the ground.

groundplum milkvetch
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ROOTS
Roots keep the plant anchored and upright in the soil. They absorb water and nutrients from
the soil profile.
Roots are generally shaped like a carrot (tap) or like hair (fibrous). Note the color and texture
of roots. Ex. Threadleaf sedge has black, wiry roots. Bracted spiderwort has white roots.
TAP ROOT
Most forbs. Ex. dandelion, milkwort,
prairie coneflower, lupine

FIBROUS ROOT
Grasses and some forbs. Ex. threadleaf
sedge, needle and thread, Idaho
fescue, bracted spiderwort, star lily

STEMS
Inside the stem of a plant, water, food, air and soil minerals are transported through veins to
different plant parts. The stem produces and displays leaves, flowers and fruit. Stems also
store food in modifications like tubers or bulbs.
You can observe the shape and texture of a stem just by looking at it. Sedge stems will be
triangle shaped. Northern bedstraw will have a square stem. Grass stems have visible nodes
(knees). Prairie coneflower has a heavy-veined stem (ribbed).
If you cut through the stem, you can observe the inside also. Grass stems will be hollow. Forb
stems will be solid. Woody stems will have growth rings and a pith inside.
TRY IT! Cut through a cottonwood branch, the pith is shaped like a star. Measure the age of a
young deciduous tree by counting the terminal bud scale scars.
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MODIFIED STEMS/STORAGE ORGANS
MODIFICATION

RHIZOMES

STOLONS

CORMS

BULBS

DESCRIPTION
A rhizome is a horizontal,
underground stem, with nodes,
internodes, leaf scales and buds.
At the nodes, shoots may develop
into new plants.
Sod-forming grasses have
rhizomes.

A stolon is an above-ground
horizontal stem. Stolons have
nodes and long internodes. New
plants may grow from the nodes.

An enlarged, fleshy, underground
stem. Corms are solid and not
formed in layers. A corm has
nodes, internodes, stems and
buds. Lateral buds form along
the nodes at the side of the corm.
Regular buds and flower stems
form at the top. Roots grow from
the bottom.

An underground modified stem,
formed with layers of leaves
surrounding a stem. The bulb
stores food and water to sustain
a plant through a cool or dry
season. The food is stored in the
leaves. In the spring, roots grow
from the stem of the bulb. New
shoots and bulbs originate from
the growing points of the bulb’s
layered leaves. When you eat an
onion, you are eating the leaves.

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

western wheatgrass, smooth
bromegrass, western yarrow,
silver sagebrush

buffalo grass, wild
strawberries

Rocky Mountain iris, dotted
gayfeather, timothy

wild onion, death camas
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LEAVES
Leaves are “food factories” for a plant. Plants use sunlight, water and carbon dioxide to manufacture
plant food (carbohydrates) and oxygen. The oxygen is released into the atmosphere.

LEAF TYPE
SIMPLE LEAVES
Leaf blade is a single, undivided structure.

COMPOUND LEAVES
Leaf blade is divided into sub-structures. Each
substructure (leaflet) has its own stalk (petiole).

EXAMPLE: prairie coneflower, hairy
goldenaster, scarlet globemallow, penstemon
spp., sunflower spp., pussytoes, snowberry spp.,
chokecherry, curlycup gumweed

EXAMPLE: Purple prairie clover, lupine spp.,
milkvetch spp., American licorice, alfalfa,
sweetclover, green ash, rose spp., skunkbush sumac,
shrubby cinquefoil
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LEAF ARRANGEMENT
Leaves are arranged different ways on the stem. If you are trying to tell the difference between a grass and a grass-like, you
should pay attention to whether the leaves are 2 or 3 ranked.
2-RANKED - Grass
(leaves on 2-sides)

3-RANKED – Grass-like
(leaves on 3-sides)

If you are examining a forb or a shrub, you might notice some of the following leaf arrangements:
OPPOSITE -Two leaves at each node.
Example: sugarbowl, Oregon grape, snowberry spp.,
phlox spp., stiff sunflower, arnica spp., penstemon spp.,
many spp. in the mint family, common St. Johnswort,
silver buffaloberry, showy milkweed

ALTERNATE - A single leaf at each node.
Example: western yarrow, stonecrop, leafy spurge,
curlycup gumweed, lupine spp., blue flax, skunkbush
sumac, chokecherry, American licorice

Whorled - More than two leaves per node.
Mostly the various bedstraws. Northern bedstraw is
one example. Also windflowers (anemone spp.), prince’s
pine and bunchberry (Cornus canadensis).

Rosette - The basal first year growth of a biennial
plant.
yellow sweetclover, wavyleaf thistle, curlycup gumweed

Imbricate - Overlapping leaf arrangement.
Rocky Mountain juniper

Fascicled - Closely clustered or grouped.
All species of pine.
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LEAF ATTACHMENT
Plant leaves are attached to the stem in different ways. A dandelion would be a good example of a forb with basal
leaves. One of Montana’s noxious weeds has clasping leaves. Do you know which one?
ACAULINE (BASAL)
CAULINE (SESSILE)
dandelion
prairie coneflower

CAULINE (PETIOLATE)
cottonwood

CAULINE (CLASPING)
Dalmatian toadflax, Virginia pepperweed

LEAF VENATION
VENATION
TYPE
ARCUATE

PALMATE

PARALLELL

PINNATE

RETICULATE

DESCRIPTION

Veins are curved upward
like a bow
Several main veins
radiating from the base
of the leaf with smaller
veins branching from
them.
Veins do not branch.
Veins run straight up
and down without
intersecting.

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

lilac, snowberry

snowbrush, black samson,
false Solomon’s seal

Compare the veins of an iris, western
wheatgrass and Kentucky bluegrass.

One main mid-vein with
smaller, lateral veins
branching from it.

chokecherry, elm spp., mountain ash
leaflets

Veins in the form of a
network.

thimbleberry
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SIMPLE LEAF SHAPES
SIMPLE LEAF
SHAPES

DESCRIPTION

ACICULAR

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

pine, fir, spruce species
Needle-shaped

CORDATE
Heart-shaped.

ELLIPTIC

HASTATE

REVOLUTE

LANCEOLATE

LINEAR

Football shaped.
Leaves rounded at both
ends and widest at the
middle.
Shaped like an
arrowhead with the
basal lobes pointed
outward and spreading
at a wide angle.

arnica spp.,
heart leaf alexanders,
some violet spp.,
wild ginger

elm, rose leaflets,
chokecherry

red sorrel, field bindweed

Rolled under

winterfat, curlleaf
mountain mahogany

Lance shaped. Leaves
several times longer
than wide, the widest
half near the base.
Tapering to the apex.

lupine leaflets, stonecrop,
mountain ash,
curlleaf mountain
mahogany, fireweed

Leaves very narrow
with parallel margins.

blue camas,
broom snakeweed,
rubber rabbitbrush,
blue flax, leafy spurge,
silver sagebrush,
butter and eggs
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OBLANCEOLATE

OBOVATE

Lance shaped. Several
times longer than wide.
Wider towards the top
of the leaf. Tapers to
the base and the tip of
the leaf.

Opposite of ovate. The
widest part is at the
top of the leaf.

houndstongue

serviceberry,
mountain mahogany,
sweetclover leaflets

red osier dogwood, quaking
aspen, snowberry
OVATE

Egg-shaped. Leaf
attached at the broad
end.

RENIFORM

RUNCINATE

SAGITATE

SPATULATE

Kidney shaped

common mallow

Sharply pinnately lobed
with the lobes pointed
backwards.

dandelion

Leaves in the shape of
an arrowhead with the
basal lobes pointed
backward towards the
petiole.

Spoon shaped. Broad
and rounded at the top.
Long and narrow toward
the base.

arrowleaf balsamroot

Gardner saltbush, curlycup
gumweed (sometimes),
kinnikinnick
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COMPOUND LEAF SHAPES
COMPOUND
LEAF SHAPE
EVEN-PINNATE

DESCRIPTION

Leaflets are paired at
the apex of the leaf.

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

American vetch

Rosa spp.,
purple prairie clover,
purple point loco,
Oregon grape,
tall cinquefoil

ODD-PINNATE

A single leaflet at the
apex of the leaf.

PALMATE

Leaflets radiate from a
central point.

silverleaf scurfpea,
lupine spp.

TRIFOLIATE

Three leaflets from one
point.

goldenpea, alfalfa, sweetclover,
slimflower scurfpea, milkwort spp.

TERNATE

Compound leaf divided
into three from
different points.

skunkbush sumac
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LEAF MARGINS
MARGINS

DESCRIPTION

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

SERRATE

Coarsely toothed with
teeth pointing forward.

Rosa spp., snowbush ceanothus,
Oregon grape, serviceberry,
Wyoming kittentail (Besseya)

ENTIRE

Smooth leaf margin

showy milkweed, snowberry,
broom snakeweed, fireweed,
silver buffaloberry

SERRULATE

Finely serrated with
teeth pointing forward.

chokecherry

DOUBLE
SERRATE

Twice toothed leaf
margin

mountain ash, mallow ninebark,
black hawthorn (sometimes)

DENTATE

Angular teeth that are
at right angles to the
margin.

Some of the mint family

CILIATE

Leaf margins are
fringed with fine hairs.

black samson, hairy goldenaster

LOBED

Divisions less than onehalf the distance to the
base or midvein.

golden currant, bur oak

CLEFT

Divisions that extend
halfway or more to the
midvein.

DIVIDED

Divisions that extend to
near the midvein.

scarlet globemallow,
pineappleweed, globeflower,
prairie coneflower.

SINUATE

Strongly wavy margins

false dandelion, curly dock

EROSE

Appears eroded

cottonwood

low larkspur, Tall larkspur
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LEAF SURFACES
LEAF SURFACES
GLABROUS

DESCRIPTION
Smooth, without hair

VISUAL

EXAMPLE
penstemon, whitetop, scarlet
gaura

GLANDULAR

Supplied with glands

common St. Johnswort,
slimflower scurfpea, black
sagebrush, curly cup gumweed,
sticky geranium

HIRSUTE

With straight, stiff
hairs

prairie coneflower

FARINOSE

Mealy, white material
that scrapes off

lambsquarters

PITTED

With depressions in the
surface of the leaf

dotted gayfeather

PUBESCENT

Covered with soft hairs

woolly plantain

SCURFY

Covered with small
scales

buffaloberry

STELLATE

Star-like hairs

scarlet globemallow

STRIGOSE

Short, stiff hairs

hairy goldaster, black samson

TOMENTOSE

Matted, tangled hairs

rubber rabbitbrush, spotted
knapweed
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LEAF AND STEM MODIFICATIONS
MODIFICATIONS
PRICKLES

DESCRIPTION
Modified skin
(epidermal) cells

VISUAL

EXAMPLE
Rose spp.

SPINES

Modified leaves

cactus

STIPULES

Modified leaves at
the leaf axil (paired)

rose, snowberry

TENDRILS

Modified leaves that
twine

American vetch

THORNS

Modified branches

buffaloberry, hawthorn,
Russian olive
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GRASS LEAVES MAJOR GRASS LEAF PARTS
LEAF BLADE - The leaf blade is much longer than wide and most commonly flat. This leaf
breaks away from the stem at the collar. When you are looking at grass leaves, pay
attention to the cross-section shape, the texture of the surface and the style of the veins.
FLAT

INVOLUTE

V-SHAPED OR KEELED
(FOLDED)

Ex. The leaves of many
grasses roll with maturity or
dry conditions. Indian
ricegrass and Idaho fescue
have rolled leaves all the
time.

Ex. Kentucky bluegrass,
little bluestem (sometimes)

Images: Kansas State
University

Ex. western wheatgrass,
bluebunch wheatgrass,
prairie junegrass, blue grama,
cheatgrass, smooth brome

LEAF SHEATH - The leaf sheath is the lower part of the leaf that begins at the node.
The sheath encloses the stem to the collar.
SPLIT-OPEN

SPLIT OVERLAP

CLOSED

Ex. prairie sandreed

Ex. smooth brome

Images: Kansas State
University

Ex. blue grama
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MINOR GRASS LEAF PARTS
You can find one or more minor leaf parts at the junction of the leaf blade and sheath. These
structures are very useful for grass identification.

COLLAR - The collar is a tiny band where the leaf blade and sheath join and is usually a
different color.
SMOOTH

CILIATE

HAIRY

Ex. sand dropseed, blue
grama

Ex. pinegrass

Image: Kansas State
University

Ex. smooth brome

LIGULE - The ligule is located inside the leaf next to the stem, and prevents dust and
water from running between the sheath and stem of the grass. Ligules vary. They may be
a white, papery membrane, or just hair. Some grasses do not have ligules at all.
MEMBRANEOUS

HAIRY/CILIATE

ABSENT

Ex. Needle and thread

Ex. blue grama, switchgrass

Ex. western wheatgrass
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AURICLE - Auricles are the “claws” that are located on the front side of the collar.
Auricles hug the stem. Many grasses do not have auricles, but the wheatgrasses always do.
PRESENT
Images: Kansas State University

ABSENT

Ex. western wheatgrass

Ex. smooth brome

VERNATION – Vernation refers to how the leaves are arranged in the buds.
ROLLED
Images: Kansas State
University

FOLDED

Ex. western wheatgrass

Ex. Little bluestem

VEINS - Veins are tiny vessels that carry food and water throughout the plant. Veins run
up the sheath and down the leaf blade.

NODE - The node is the point where the leaf begins its growth. The node hardens over
time and then can support the stem. Some grasses have colored nodes.
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GRASS-LIKE LEAVES
It is important to learn about grass-like plants because they are important to riparian areas and
wetlands. These areas are important for livestock and also wildlife.
SEDGES:
Sedges are very unique and fun to study.
Sedge leaves are in three rows along the stem. The sedge leaf is
Divided into three parts: the blade, sheath and ligule. The ligule is
not an important distinguishing characteristic on sedge plants.
Sedge leaf blades that appear to have raised nerves are called
septate-nodulose. The cross sections of leaf blades vary from flat to
involute (tightly rolled).

The leaf sheaths of some sedges fray along the nerves near the base
of the culms and are called filamentose. Threadleaf sedge is an
example.
USDA Plants Database
When the lower leaves are reduced to bladeless sheaths they are referred
to as aphyllopodic. Phyllopodic is the term used to describe
well-developed lower leaf blades.
RUSHES, BULLRUSHES, SPIKERUSHES:
Leaves are in two rows along the stem and divided into three parts:
the blade, sheath and auricle. Auricles can be either membranous
or cartilaginous (hard and tough).

The cross-sections of rush leaf blades vary from transversely
flattened to terete (circular) to channeled to involute (tightly rolled).
USDA Plants Database
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FLOWERS
What we notice the most about flowers is their color, but there are many other differences
that can be observed even on plant flowers that are not colorful.

The parts of a flower that you should concentrate on learning are:
Sepals – Cover the buds before the blossoms emerge.
Petals – Are usually showy. Attract insects to pollinate the plant.
Pistil – Consists of the stigma, style and ovary. Collects pollen.
Ovary – The seeds of the plant are formed in the ovary.
Stamens – Consist of anthers and filaments that produce pollen for the plant.
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IDENTIFYING BASIC FLOWER TYPES
FLOWER TYPES

DESCRIPTION

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

REGULAR (TYPICAL)

Symmetrical – can be divided
two ways

ROSE FAMILY, PHLOX
FAMILY, BORAGE
FAMILY, MUSTARD
FAMILY
prairie rose, Hood phlox,
houndstongue, western
wallflower

IRREGULAR (NONTYPICAL)

Not symmetrical – can divide
equally only once or not at
all.

BUTTERCUP FAMILY, PEA
FAMILY, MINT FAMILY
larkspur, white point loco,
lupine, wild bergamot

HEAD

Heads are made of many
flowers.

ASTER FAMILY
knapweeds, thistles, hairy
goldenaster, sunflowers

GRASS

GRASS-LIKE

Grass flowers are not showy.
They are made of two
modified leaves called
lemmas and paleas.
Sometimes you can see the
stamens and stigmas of
grass flowers.

POACEAE FAMILY

Rush flowers are
constructed like lily flowers,
just smaller. The sedge
flowers mature into capsules
full of tiny seeds.

CAREX FAMILY, RUSH
FAMILY

Kentucky bluegrass,
western wheatgrass,
needle and thread

threadleaf sedge,
needleleaf sedge, Baltic
rush

Sedge flowers are contained
in bracts. The male flowers
are usually above the female
flowers. The female flowers
are held in a perigynia and
have 2 or 3 stigmas.

Images: University of Illinois
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FLOWER (SEEDHEAD) ARRANGEMENTS
Flowers are arranged on seedstalks. The arrangements can be identified by studying the
branching of the pedicels. Note that the main stem of a seedhead is called a rachis.
The stems that branch off the rachis are called pedicels. The flowers sit on the pedicles.
GRASS INFLORESCENCE

rachis

spikelet

peduncle
Image: Kansas State University
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When studying grasses, there are three common types of seedhead arrangements: spike,
raceme, and panicle. Warm season grasses also have a variety of spike-like
inflorescences. These common arrangement also apply to other plant types.
COMMON
SEEDHEADS

DESCRIPTION

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

SPIKE

Flowers are attached directly
to the rachis

wheatgrasses,
woolly plantain, yellow
evening primrose,
skunk cabbage

RACEME

Flowers attach to a pedicel
which attaches to a rachis it is
a raceme (one branch)

chokecherry,
death camas, crazyweed,
sweetclover, mustards,
lupine,
sideoats grama

Some racemes are spike-like.
For example, think of the blue
grama seedhead shaped like an
eyebrow)
PANICLE

Flowers attach to multiple
pedicels which attach to a
rachis (many branches)
The length of the panicle
branches varies. Japanese
brome has long panicle
branches, while prairie
junegrass and timothy have very
short branches (compact
panicle).

SPICATE
RACEME/
SPICATE
PANICLE

Panicle or raceme
inflorescences that have spikelike branches. Typical of warm
season grasses.

prairie junegrass,
Japanese brome, green
needlegrass, Kentucky
bluegrass, Idaho fescue,
switchgrass

blue grama,
sideoats grama,
tumblegrass,
little bluestem
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There are other seedhead/flower variations in forb and shrub plant types, some of which
are illustrated below.
SEEDHEADS/
FLOWER
ARRANGELMENTS

DESCRIPTION

VISUAL

EXAMPLE

CATKIN

A dense spike or raceme
with many small flowers.

cottonwood

COMPOUND UMBEL

A flower with two sets
of umbel flowers. See
umbel description below.

biscuitroot (Lomatium spp.),
heart leaf alexanders, yampah,
water hemlock, cow parsnip

CORYMB

A raceme inflorescence
with branches that grow
to the same height.

western yarrow, white spirea,
common tansy

CYME

A flat-topped
inflorescence with the
middle flower opening
first.

cinquefoil, phlox, red osier
dogwood

HEAD

A dense cluster of
flowers.

arrowleaf balsamroot,
heart-leaf arnica,
stiff sunflower, dandelion,
daisy fleabane, Canada thistle

THYRSE

A long panicle
inflorescence made of
cymes that are arranged
in a raceme. Starts
blooming at the top
first.

UMBEL

A flat-topped
inflorescence with
branches that radiate
from a common point.

onion, leafy spurge, buckwheat
spp.
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GRASS SEEDHEADS
Grasses do not have colorful, showy flowers, but once you understand the basic parts of grass
seedheads, you will begin to notice many differences between grass species.

Image: University of Illinois Turfgrass Program

Grass seedheads have spikelets that consist of glumes (modified leaves) and florets (flowers).
Look at some grass spikelets. The spikelets can be long and narrow (sandberg bluegrass, or
short and wide (Kentucky bluegrass).
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Spikelets might be squeezed or flattened a specific way. Most are squeezed (compressed) from
top to bottom (laterally). Grasses in the panicum genus are compressed from the sides
(dorsally).

When some grass seedheads are mature the whole spikelet breaks off (disarticulates) below
the glumes. Other grasses have glumes that remain on the seedhead, just the florets fall off.

(Image: University of Illinois Turfgrass Program)
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Sometimes awns on florets and/or glumes will help you identify grasses. The needlegrasses
have very interesting awns.

The number of nerves (lines) on the spikelet parts can also help with plant identification. Try
counting the nerves on the glumes and florets of domestic oats or wild oats.
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Spikelets will have unique glume characteristics that are easy to observe out in the field.
Glumes can be long, short, equal or unequal. They can have a variety of textures: paper-like
(membranous), bristle-like, awned or absent (missing). Some grasses have 1 or both glumes
missing. See the illustrations below as you analyze the glumes.

GLUME CHARACTERISTICS:
Membranous

Bristle-like

Ex. smooth brome

Ex. Canada wildrye

Equal

Non-equal

Ex. Needle and thread

Ex. western wheatgrass
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EXAMPLE PSI CASE:
Say that you have a plant that grows in the uplands on a sandy range site.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

fibrous root system
no rhizomes
a bunchgrass habit
a hollow stem
2-ranked, linear, basal leaves with parallel veins
membranous, split ligule – no auricles
panicle seedhead arrangement
non-showy flowers

This plant appears to be an upland grass species, but there are many grasses with the
above characteristics.
We need to take the case one step further, go back to the evidence……... back to the
autopsy table. Take the specimen out of cold storage and pull out your tools. Let’s look
at the details of the seedhead.
SEEDHEAD DETAILS
1.
2.
3.
4.

loose, open panicle
membranous glumes, fairly equal in size, narrowing to a point
one, pointed floret with a long, bent awn (4-5 inches long)
the mature flower (floret) is hard and shiny

Using the key, we can now identify this plant.
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2017 Dichotomous Key to Common Grasses & Grass-likes
1a. Plants annual
2a. Leaf sheaths hairy and closed.

2b.

3a.

7-12 inflated florets per spikelet. Lemmas are awned. Panicle seedheads. Small,
winter annual._______________________________________Japanese brome (Bromus arvensis)

3b.

3-6 florets per spikelet. Lemmas awned. Panicle seedheads. Small, winter annual.
Turns reddish-purple when ripe._____________________________cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum)

Leaf sheaths are not very hairy and split open
4a. 5-17 florets per spikelet. Lemmas have short awns. Panicle seedhead. Very small plant
that may grow solitary or in a bunch._____________________sixweeks fescue (Vulpia octoflora)

1b. Plants perennial (look for last year’s leaves and stems)
5a. Stems solid, triangular or round, blades angular, 2 or 3 ranked.
6a. Bunch habit. Leaves are basal and “threadlike”. Leaf sheaths are brown near the
base, with the old leaf sheaths appearing frayed. Stems are slightly triangular and
wiry. There is 1 terminal spike with male flowers above female flowers. 3 stigmas per
flower, with the achene being triangular. ___________________threadleaf sedge (Carex filifolia)
6b. Sod-forming habit (with rhizomes). Stems triangular, mostly just three leaves.
Many spikes. 2 stigmas per flower and a lenticular (lens-shaped) achene. _____________
_____________________________needleleaf sedge (Carex eleocharis)
5b. Stems hollow and jointed, round, blades flat, folded or rolled, not in ranks of three.
7a. Plants in bunches, not mat-forming
8a. Seedhead inflorescence is a spike, spike-like raceme or has spike-like branches
9a. Leaf sheaths rounded
10a. Only one spikelet at each node
11a. Spikelets crowded,
12a. Glumes strongly nerved, spikelets are 3-7 flowered. Spiklets
overlapping over half their length. Prominent glumes which are
two thirds to as long as the spikelets________________
____slender wheatgrass (Agropyron trachycaulum)
12b. Glumes not strongly nerved, strongly overlap. Leaf sheaths
are open, but overlap. Leaf blades are flat and vary in width.
The leaves are bright green. The stems grow upright. Glumes
and lemmas taper into awns___crested wheatgrass
(Agropyron cristatum)
11b. Spikelets not crowded and barely overlap. 4-8 florets per
spikelet. Lemma awns bend to a 90 degree angle when
mature. Leaf blades soft when green. ________________
________bluebunch wheatgrass (Pseudoroegneria spicatum)
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10b. Spikelets more than one per node
13a. Awns.
14a. Glumes equal
15a. Bristly awns. Spikelets two per node. 2-6 flowers per
spikelet. Rachis of the seedhead breaks apart easily.
Small auricles.______bottlebrush squirreltail (Elymus
elymoides)
15b. Fine awns. Spikelets three per node. The middle spikelet
has one floret. The seedhead rachis breaks apart easily.
Nodes are dark colored. Leaf blades are flat. Poor forage for
livestock. Grows in waste places, like saline seeps
___________________foxtail barley (Hordeum jubatum)
14b. Glumes sub equal: Native bunchgrass with an erect habit that
can grow up to 4 feet. Auricles are claw-like and clasping arising
from a broad yellowish or light green color. The spickelets are
thick and bristly and can reach 10 inches in length. _____Canada
wildrye (Elymus Canadensis)
13b. No Awns Densely tufted bunchgrass with leaves that are deeply
grooved on both surfaces. Membranous ligule, with an open sheath and
rudimentary auricles. Inflorescence is a spike which disarticulates
between the spikelets. Most of the leaves are
basal.____________________Russian wildrye (Elymus junceus)
9b. Sheaths compressed (flattened)
16a. Spikelets hairy. Warm season plant that likes to grow on thin
sites. Leaf sheaths are keeled. Spikelets are paired. One spikelet is
fertile and the other is sterile. The sterile spikelet sits up on a pedicel that is
covered with hairs. The fertile floret has a bent awns____little bluestem
(Schizachyrium scoparium)
8b. Seedhead inflorescence a panicle.
17a. Leaf collars and/or sheaths hairy
18a. Lemmas awned.
19a. Membranous ligule.
20a. Blades involute (folded inward) Ligule with a pointed tip. Long,
rolled leaves. Leaf sheath is open. Collar is pubescent. Panicle
seedhead branches in pairs (dichotomous). The spikelets are one
flowered. Lemmas are awned. The awn falls off with
maturity._________Indian ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenoides)
20b. Leaf blades flat: Inflorescence is a panice with the lower
branches elongating. Leaf blades are flat or folded with a
prominent midrib. Ligule is membranous. It is one of the earliest
species to grow in the spring._______orchardgrass (Dactylis
glomerata)
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19b. Membranous ligule 1-2 mm long, hairy collar.
21a. Leaves are large with waxy and dark green backsides.
Spikelets with almost equal glumes. One floret that is hard, sharp
and awned. The awn is 2-3 cm and bent twice______green
needlegrass (Nassella viridula)
18b. Lemmas not-awned: Leaves are strongly ribbed and rough to the touch on the
upper surface. Ligules are pointed. Inflorescence is a panicle with unequal
glumes. This grass grows best in moist alkaline or saline soils.____ Nuttall’s
alkaligrass (Puccinellia nuttalliana)
17b. Leaf collars not hairy, but may have a hair-like ligule.
22a. Plants with one floret per spikelet
23a.

Large, spreading panicle seedhead, florets with awns.
24a. Ligule with a notched end (“rabbit-eared”). Small-stature
grass with open leaf sheath. Panicle inflorescence is often
partially enclosed in the sheath of the “flag” leaf. Glumes
nearly equal. Floret is hard and pointed (“needle”) and has a
long, threadlike awn. ______needle and thread (Heterostipa
comata)
24b. Ciliate ligule. No hair at the leaf collar. Large
panicle inflorescence that has a pyramid shape and
is often purple in color. Spikelets are one-flowered.
_____________alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airoides)

23b. Small, panicle seedhead. The seedheads are so tiny that
they are hard to see. There is one floret per spikelet and no
awns. Leaves are flat and have a bright green color. Leaf
blades stand up fairly straight. Ligules are present, but
very small. Plants often appear to grow in circles as the
plant centers die out. ____________________________
___________________plains muhly (Muhlenbergia cuspidata)
22b. Plants with more than one floret per spikelet
25a. Leaves with “railroad tracks” (paired, parallel mid-grooves).
26a. Small stature grass. Spikelets narrow and pointed. Membranous
ligule is also pointed._____Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda)
25b. Leaves without “railroad tracks”
27a. Small stature grass with basal leaves. Leaves deeply veined, but
still soft and sometimes hairy. Open leaf sheaths. Panicle branches
are very short (compact, spike-like panicle)unless the plant is flowering.
Then the panicle spreads out. __________prairie junegrass (Koeleria
macrantha)
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7b. Plants with rhizomes, stolons or “mat-forming” habits
28a. Seedhead inflorescence is a spike, spike-like raceme or has spike-like branches
29a. Auricles present
30a. Lemmas hairy. The plants grow erect with a heavy growth of basal leaves. The
plants seed heads and seeds are somewhat hairy. Pubescent wheatgrass is very
similar to intermediate wheatgrass but is distinguishable by the presence of
short stiff hairs of the heads and seeds. _______pubescent wheatgrass
(Agropyron trichoporum)
30b. Lemmas not hairy. Leaf blades very rough on upper surface and margins.
Leaves are colored blue. Auricles claw-like and often “purple” in color. Glumes
unequal Spikelets overlap by ½ of spikelet length. _____________western
wheatgrass (Pascopyrum smithii)
31a. Leaf sheath open and smooth: Leaves are finely veined and auricles are
small and not well developed. Spike seedheads can be 10-15 cm long with 3-7
flowers per spikelet. Glumes are usually awn-tipped._______quackgrass
(Elymus repens)
29b. Auricles not present, plants often forming dense, mats
32a. Plants with wiry stolons. Leaves small, flat and curly, sparsely
hairy. Ligules are ciliate. Plants dioecious (male and female
flowers on separate plants). Female flowers are bur-like. Male
inflorescences are very similar to blue grama, but with only 6-12
spikelets per branch. _____________buffalograss (Bouteloua dactyloides)
32b. Plants without stolons.
33a. The spicate branches curve. (“grandma’s eyebrows”) and
consist of 30-40 spikelets. Spikelets have one perfect
floret and may have several sterile florets above. Lemmas
are awned. Leaf collars are hairy, but not leaf blades.
Plants have short rhizomes that allow it to spread out in
“mats”. ______________________blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis)
33b. The spicate branches are turned to one side of the seedhead.
There are 30-80 branches and 3-8 spikelets per branch.
There is one perfect floret and one sterile floret per spikelet.
The lemmas are awned. Plants have scaly rhizomes
and form scattered mats. Nodes are purple. Leaf blades
have many hairs with pimple-like bases, which are very
noticeable on the margins. __________________________
_________________sideoats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula)
28b. Seedhead inflorescence a panicle.
34a. Leaves with railroad tracks. Leaf blades soft, folded or flat with boatshaped tips and paired, parallel mid-grooves (“railroad tracks”). Ligule
short, flat (truncate). Hairs, “cobwebs” at the base of the spikelet. ______
_______________________Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis)
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34b. Leaves without “railroad tracks”.
35a. Leaf blades with and “M”. Leaves large, soft and flat.
Membranous ligule. Large, panicle seedheads. Glumes are shorter
than spikelet. Many florets per spikelet. Awn-tipped lemmas
____________________________smooth brome (Bromus inermis)
35b. Leaf blades without an “M” .
36a. Contracted panicles.
37a. Membranous ligule:
38a. Awned Lemma: Plant appears similar to western
wheatgrass, except that there is a prominent ligule. The
leaves are rolled. Seedhead appears very similar to
prairie junegrass. _________plains reedgrass
(Calamagrostis montanensis)
38b. Lemma not awned: Broad erect leaves are dominantly
basal. Inflorescence is a dense panicle which matures
from top down and is often reddish in color. The stem is
hairless and erect. Leaves are flat, 7-42 cm long and 716mm wide.____reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea)

37b. Slightly membranous & hairy ligule: Spikelets are either male
or female. Male spikelets are straw-colored. Female spikelets
are green. Leaves are “ranked” (2 sides), sharp pointed and
rolled at the tip. Leaf internodes are short. Ligule is ciliate.
Panicles are contracted. There are 5-13 florets per spikelet.
_________________inland saltgrass (Distichlis spicata)
39a. Small spikelets. 1 floret per spikelet. Lemma has
a bent awn.
36b. Large, spreading panicle.
40. Hairy collar: Panicle branches are ascending. One floret per
spikelet. The base of the floret has long hairs. Glumes are
not equal. Culms are stiff and erect (“reedy”). Leaf sheaths
are hairy at the throat and collar. Ligule is a fringe of hairs.
Leaf blades roll at the top. ______prairie sandreed
(Calamovilfa longifolia)
40b. Collar not hairy: Height ranges from 6 to 12 feet. Flat,
smooth leaf blade which is 1/2 to 2 inches wide.
Inflorescence is an open panicle with a purplish or tawny
color. This grass is considered a noxious weed in several
states. Common reed is readily eaten by livestock before
maturity. It cannot withstand prolonged heavy grazing. It
grows best where the water level fluctuates from 6 inches
below the soil surface to 6 inches above.____common reed
(Phragmites communis)
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